REHeapa Summer Solstice 2019

THE RISE OF THE NEW HYBORIAN LEGION, PART FIVE
By Lee A. Breakiron
As we saw in our first installment [1], the Robert E. Howard United Press Association (REHupa) was
founded in 1972 by a teen-aged Tim Marion as the first amateur press association (apa) devoted to Howard.
Reforms by the next Official Editor (OE), Jonathan Bacon, had gone a good way toward making the fanzine
Mailings look less amateurish, which in turn attracted more and better members. There was still too many
Mailing Comments (MCs) being made relative to the material worth commenting on, still too little that
concerned Howard himself, and still too much being said about tangential matters (pastiches, comics,
gaming, etc.) or personal affairs. A lot of fan fiction and poetry was being contributed, but this did garner
a lot of appreciation and commentary from the other members. The next OE, Brian Earl Brian, put in a lot
of work guiding the organization, though not always competently.
Former, longtime REHupan James Van Hise wrote the first comprehensive history of REHupa through
Mailing #175. [2] Like him, but more so, we are focusing only on noteworthy content, especially that
relevant to Howard. Here are the highlights of Mailings #46 through #55.
In Mailing #46 (July, 1980), Brown features some information on electrostencilling and a trip report on
the Columbus, Ohio, science fiction and fantasy convention Marcon. He mentions L. Sprague de Camp’s
story “Far Babylon,” in which the lost soul of Robert E. Howard appears, portrayed in a positive light. On
a matter of current contention, he declares that anyone should be able to “frank” (reproduce in their zine)
any material or statements by other people and that no one should have any expectation of privacy from
those outside the apa. In reply to Vern Clark’s charge that REHupa has become rather boring, Brown
claims that this is due to the fact that less good fantasy was being written and that REHupans were either
talked out or were absorbed in writing their own fiction [as if no one could write essays about Howard or
others; only Joe Marek was bothering to write any nonfiction other than book reviews]. Regarding the
frequent internal bickering, Brown opines, “on the whole I don’t consider REHupa unworthy of interest
and I don’t consider an apa’s apparent banality an excuse for intentional obnoxiousness.” (p. 8) Maureen
Campbell reports on Marcon too, noting that de Camp spoke on his nascent Howard biography Dark Valley
Destiny and claimed he was doing his research with care. She also contributes a parody on H. P. Lovecraft’s
supposed sex life and suppressed erotica. Clark continues his criticism of de Camp and Lin Carter’s Conan
pastiches. He typically runs a tally, called Boxx Scores, of the contents of members’ zines in order to boost
member input. Bob Barger also scores de Camp and Carter’s Conan pastiches for their dull sameness and
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the liberties they take with the Conan character. He says REHupa isn’t as good as it once was because
creative people like Liz Danforth and Ken St. Andre have dropped out.
In his second zine, and first full-sized one, Seanchai #1, Rusty Burke remarks that he has quit nine years
of social work in order to become the fulltime manager of the comic book store he co-owns. His MCs are
more interesting than most members’; they are often about comics, this issue comparing various artists.
John Melville surveys the contents of the 1953 pulp magazine Fantasy Fiction. Greg Hills says he admires
de Camp, Carter, and Nyberg’s book Conan the Swordsman and thinks little of Andrew Offutt’s Conan
and the Sorcerer and The Sword of Skelos. Loay Hall finishes off the Mailing with his 44-page anthology
zine Valhalla #1, originally intended to be published separately. It was distributed beyond REHupa, though
not widely. It includes an article on fantasist George MacDonald by Dale Nelson; memoirs on Lin Carter
by Poul Anderson (praising his editorial contributions), de Camp, Scott Bizar, and Hall; reviews of books
of Carter and others; a historical piece on Ghana by Charles Saunders; fiction by Galad Elflandsson, Charles
de Lint, and Coplin; poems by REHupans and others; and a back cover by Steve Fabian (below).
In his zine in Mailing #47 (Sep., 1980), Clark announces his candidacy for OE, acknowledging that
Brown had brought stability to the apa, but not drawn in any new people, so that with people departing,
there had been a decline in membership over the past year, just as there had also been a decline in Brown’s
contributions and enthusiasm. Clark also says that Mailings had been sent out later and later for the last six
months. Brown replies that this was because contributions had been late in arriving. Rick McCollum
reports that he has had to move to another address in Cincinnati because of the soaring crime and racial
tensions in the area, but was only able to do so after he had a Mexican Standoff with neighborhood thugs
(guns and all) and then got out with a police escort. Daniel Wagner reveals that his new pharmacy business
in Glenshaw, Pa., had been robbed at gunpoint. Brown does comparison reviews of the Bantam Conan
pastiches by Karl Edward Wagner (The Road of Kings), Anderson (Conan the Rebel), Offutt (The Sword
of Skelos), de Camp/Carter (Conan the Liberator), and de Camp/Carter/Nyberg (Conan the Swordsman),
saying he prefers Wagner and Anderson. Leon Gammell summarizes the contents of the first three issues
of the Avon Science Fiction Reader digest.
Burke reports that he is rooming in Knoxville with Clark and Barger and is a member of three apa’s. He
notes that he has a degree in religious studies and is the secretary/treasurer of the Knoxville Science Fantasy
Federation. Marek reviews comic book artists. Clark mentions that he works as an engineer, and rails
about how bad Conan pastiches are, at least by those who do most of them, especially Carter. Like other
members, he thinks de Camp should be made an honorary member of REHupa, since de Camp seems to be
getting Mailings under the table anyway, so at least members would then be getting feedback from him.
Clark also has a 16-page trip report in the Kubla Khan convention in Nashville. Glenn Lord reprints Bob
St. John’s Dallas Morning News articles on Howard [3; reproduced later herein], but notes there are a
number of errors. Reporting on a Conan Properties, Inc. meeting, Lord says that de Camp, Dr. John Troll,
and Arthur Lieberman had met with John Milius, director of the forthcoming Conan the Barbarian movie,
the news about which is summarized. Lord describes the new dustjackets for Underwood/Miller’s Always
Comes Evening and talks about the Ace paperback The Treasure of Tranicos by Howard/de Camp and the
Sphere paperbacks Conan the Mercenary by Offutt and Conan the Sorcerer, Conan the Swordsman, Conan
the Liberator, and de Camp and Carter’s Conan of Aquilonia. The latter has the Frank Frazetta cover
originally intended for the Lancer edition, but which went unpublished when Lancer went bankrupt. The
later printings, though, have a lighter and better reproduction of the painting than the first one.
In Mailing #48 (Nov., 1980), Marek, explaining what Howard means to him, states:
“Spurred on by my interest in fantasy fiction I made English my second major (after
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Art) in college. Purely by accident I concentrated on the “Modern” age (a period in both
literature and Art that more or less began about 1890 and is continuing today).
A lot of modern literature (the stuff that ends up being studied in universities and such)
is awful. The art of story-telling has gone down the drain. In the place of that is selfindulgent crap where the author takes the descriptions of the simplest actions and drags
them out to wasteful, over-written extremes. And characterization becomes a mealymouthed “hero” who daily recounts his weaknesses before going out and failing at
something new (provided, of course that he has the GUTS to even attempt something new).
In short, fiction writing, I found, had been carried to a destructive extreme …
… and this made me appreciate REH all the more.
His crisp, vivid – even virile – writing is exciting. His choice of words and control of
action is marvelous; but especially so when compared to the 20th Century writers who’ve
found their way into classrooms: Faulkner, Joyce, Fitzgerald and so on. (pp. 3-4)
…
Howard doesn’t just tell a story.
He portrays a philosophy, a “life-view,” that is very similar to my own.
I found his stories to be … (*GASP* Dare I say it?!??) … MEANINGFUL! (p. 5)
And he quotes passages in which he found the dark, moody fatalism to be beautiful. Marek adds that
REHupa isn’t fun anymore because no one is discussing fantasy any, much less Howard. [He, Clark, Burke,
and others would eventually change that.]
Lance Kolstad finds “most of the Carter/de Camp collaborations to be boring, uninspired drivel.” (p. 3)
Everett Winne reports on the Sixth World Fantasy Convention. Gammell starts a five-part series in which
he reviews SF novels that appeared in the pulp Startling Stories, beginning in 1939.
In Mailing #49 (Jan., 1981), Brown reveals that Daniel Wagner’s father was fatally shot during the latest
robbery of their pharmacy business. Wagner then wrestled with the gunman, trashing the store, but the two
robbers got away, only to be arrested later. [The shooter eventually got life.] Brown dedicates the Mailing
to Wagner’s father. He also announces the successful results of a vote to make Lord and de Camp honorary
members of the apa, meaning that they would get free copies of the Mailings, with no obligation to
contribute material themselves. Clark observes that Carter’s pastiches are not only bad, but his writings are
generally bad as well, even to sloppy inaccuracies in his nonfiction and his writing himself in as a character
in one of his novels. Clark says, for all the admiration of readers for REH, Lovecraft, and Clark Ashton
Smith, there had been little accurate analysis of their literary and storytelling abilities. He claims de Camp
has always had a snide and superior attitude toward REH and his fans, and condemns de Camp’s
posthumous collaborations. Clark also reports on a visit by Karl Edward Wagner and his wife to Clark,
Burke, and Barger’s apartment abode. Wagner lamented that he and Lord had been “screwed over” by de
Camp, and Conan Properties, Inc., which “had rushed a settlement through with the holder of the old Lancer
copyrights of the Conan series, thus flooding the market with many Conan books. Wagner also complained
that de Camp insisted that words and phrases that Wagner had emphasized (italicized) in the first edition of
his anthology The People of the Black Circle (a 1977 Berkley Medallion paperback) so as to single out de
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Camp’s changes and additions to Howard’s stories (including pastiches and posthumous collaborations)
and his disapproval of them, would have to be [and were] deemphasized in the later hardback version
(Berkley Putnam, 1977). Burke remarks that he’s closing his comics store in order to become an art gallery
salesman. Rick McCollum is regularly running his comic art and strips, which are often sexually explicit.
Lord states that Novalyne Price Ellis will be writing her REH memoir One Who Walked Alone for
publication by Donald Grant. Melville has a perceptive commentary on why the appeal of Howard’s fiction
has been so widespread and longlasting. He points to REH’s intensity of writing style, and his attention to
consistency of detail and to realistic portrayals of action and drama:
Howard’s writings, in fact,
are not at all simply brash words
and thrilling situations.
He
stands up surprisingly well to
critical attention. Surprisingly ─
for, of course, basically he was a
simple pulp writer. Does this
denigrate his writings? Not at
all. Howard to put it succinctly
was just about the best pulp
writer ever.
The first principle of the pulp
magazine was action. Dialogue,
descriptive colour, and even plot
were all thrown to the four winds
in order to cram as much action
as possible into the confines of
the story.
…
In this field, Howard could
not but excel. One rarely yawns
over one of his tales; one is too
busy marveling at the drama of
his situations, the colourful
descriptive passages, the epic
proportions and the sheer fury of
his battle scenes. Indeed one is
too busy just trying to keep up
with him.
More-allied to his fertile
imagination was an intense thirst
for knowledge, particularly of
the more erudite kind. He read
voraciously; had a squirrel-like
knack of picking up and storing
odd, out-of-the-way information, and then using it to its best
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advantage. Thus we are never skimped in the way of background material, but are
constantly fed information, woven into the fabric of the tale, that turns each story into a
splendidly rounded whole. Simple pulp writer he may have been (and even this is surely
open to contention), but Howard was never a simple hack.
For no hack was ever afforded the privilege of an exegesis – a scholarly commentary
on the names he invented for his characters, cities, countries, castes and dynasties that he
spread across his imaginary world. No hack ever had the technology of his paper-dreams
sorted and sifted and pulled apart as has he. No hack was ever acclaimed and eulogized
beyond his life-span as was Howard.
No, in the world of fantasy fiction Howard is a very popular writer, is read now, and by
more people than even when he was alive. In reality, Howard should have remained a
period piece – like most of the other pulp authors who clattered away at their typewriters
fifty years ago, and whose fiction jars when one reads it today.
But Howard had more going for him than those writers. He had a natural gift for storytelling, a vivid imagination, an ability to use words with accuracy and zest. (p. 2)
Marek weighs in with the first major piece of literary criticism to appear in REHupa, namely a threepart illustrated summary and analysis of King Kull’s life, character, background, and stories (Mailings #s
49, 51, & 55).
Mailing #50 (Mar., 1981), as such anniversary editions often are, was designated to be special, and it
indeed it was: it was an unprecedented 297 pages in length, with a cover by McCollum (below). In the
Official Organ, Brown transcribes a letter from de Camp denying Karl Edward Wagner’s assertion in
Mailing #49 that he had anything to do with editing Wagner’s Berkley edition introductions, and
minimizing the degree to which he edited Howard’s Conan stories, referring the reader to his articles
“Editing Conan” [4] and “The Trail of Tranicos” [5], adding that “treating the text as a pious Muslim regards
the Qur’ân is childish.” (p. 6) Graeme Flanigan, who says his favorite author is Robert Bloch, has reviews
of Bloch’s work and a bibliography of its appearance in Weird Tales, as well as an index of all the stories
and authors in the Avon Fantasy and Science Fiction Readers, specifically commenting on Howard’s.
Among other reviews, he has one of Michael Moorcock’s “The Heroes in Heroic Fantasy” in the zine
Dragonfields #3 (1980), which he found to be “highly opinionated and quite superficial in its treatment of
most of the writers mentioned,” in particular when Moorcock talks of REH’s “brash, hasty, careless style.”
(p. 19) [Moorcock’s commentary is expanded in his book Wizardry and Wild Romance (1987).]
Marek has a Karl Edward Wagner checklist and a story written by KEW on a postcard, which Marek
had won at a con auction. He was favorably impressed by Offutt’s Cormac Mac Art pastiches The Mists of
Doom (1977) and When the Death Birds Fly (1980), the latter with Keith Taylor, finding them superior to
Offutt’s Cormac novels The Sword of the Gael (1976), The Undying Wizard (1976), and The Sign of the
Moonbow (1977). Marek says the REH Conan stories finished by de Camp are Howardian because of the
REH synopses de Camp had to work with, except in a few instances like “The Hall of the Dead” (where de
Camp forgets that the superstitious young Cimmerian should be afraid of the creature) and “Drums of
Tombalku” (where he has Conan head toward the sea in order to fit the story into de Camp’s own saga
chronology). Marek also finds de Camp’s Thoth Amon in Conan the Buccaneer (1971), “The Treasure of
Tranicos,” and Conan of Aquilonia (1977) to be markedly more proactive than in Howard’s “The Phoenix
on the Sword” and “The God in the Bowl.” And in “Phoenix,” “we learn that Thoth Amon has been a slave
for several years, in fact he was a slave to Dion of Attalus at the same time he was supposed to be
supervising the mayhem chronicled in “Tranicos.” (p. 34) He thinks Carter is an “insincere hack” (p. 34)
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that de Camp should have dumped as a collaborator. Marek finds the de Camp rewrites in Tales of Conan
(1955) to be boring and de Camp’s Conan and the Spider God (1980) to be totally un-Howardian in style
and characterization. He adds, “While endless writers have traced fantasy fiction’s origins back through
Dunsany, Morris and Eddison, I think it especially worth noting, though that Howard was the first to really
combine supernatural HORROR and rip-snortin’ adventure. Unicorn hunting a la Dunsany is fine, but the
verve and power of Howard’s adventures and the DREAD and fear that his supernatural menaces create is
something special and unique.” (p. 40)
McCollum is regularly running his comic strip art. Barger has a trip report on Kubla Khan con in Little
Rock, with Clark, Burke, Charlie Williams, and Steve Trout, where Stephen King was Guest of Honor, and
on a visit to Phoenix to see Danforth, Mike Stackpole, and St. Andre. Barger reports on the Knoxville
Science Fiction Federation party hosting KEW, with Clark, Burke, and Williams. Campbell submits an
excellent essay on the supposed familial origins and historical background of Solomon Kane, speculating
about his early experiences and probable motivations:
Kane’s character is both interesting and difficult. By no means a stupid man, he is
nevertheless impulsive and stubborn, proud enough to fight duels when his own pride is
challenged, but always more eager to succor the helpless and defend the right. He is
essentially humorless, more apt to grin briefly if his enemy slips in his own blood, than to
appreciate a deliberate jest, and he demands much of himself, though one does not get the
sense he expects it of others. The most obvious thing about him is his enormous selfcontrol, so total except for eruptions of anger directed toward the evil of the oppressor that
one gets the sense that all his impulses and passions are titanic and that he doesn’t trust
himself to release them. His moral sense was strong enough that he was capable of
draconian attitudes toward those who proved his enemies and, because she is evil, though
he acknowledges the beauty of Nakari of Negari he is untempted by it. Of all his emotions,
it seems he trusts only his compassion, not scrupling to grant it to the hapless Bogondi and
allowing it thus to trap him in a situation where he cannot fulfill his sworn word to protect
them, nor refusing to comfort Marylin Taferel with kind words and a gentle touch. Then,
too, Kane has the restless, never-satisfied urge of the explorer to see what lies beyond the
horizon. It is an urge present in all humanity, but, of course, more strongly in some
individuals. It may simply be that he yielded in the most obvious way to the urge to
discover, but I think it more likely that some deep and obscure guilt also urged his footsteps
for he did not merely observe the passing scene and participate (as Conan did) only so far
as it affected him or so that he could shape events to directly benefit himself. He jumped
in and bloodied himself to the elbows if someone or something that he conceived as
innocent was likely to suffer. Indeed, he seems never to have been anything other than
sober, somber and ironly controlled. There was in him, certainly a deep yearning after the
mystical that seems only to have been partly satisfied by his Puritan faith and, in an earlier
age, he may have ultimately retreated from the path of war to a contemplative monastery,
not so much seeking a simple and comfortable ending to his life secure in God’s shadow
as the fulfillment that can come to people of a certain religious bent only through the
channels of austerity and self-denial that is total and offered up to God.
Solomon’s lodestar was his belief that he was one of God’s elect, his deepest love and
loyalty given not to country, sovereign, man, woman or child but to God and God alone.
He must have experienced the ultimate Puritan experience, the personal comprehension of
God and been convinced, at least most of the time, that his role as God’s sword of
righteousness was his and his alone. This conviction may have actually been part of the
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experience of his conversion; it certainly is his excuse to keep on wandering up and down
the earth. (pp. 5-6)
Burke’s, Clark’s, and Barger’s zines had, off and on, been combined in a single set since Mailing #45
called Rogues in the Appalachians, whose fifth issue now includes Trout, who has joined them in their
Knoxville abode. As part of the 50th Mailing celebration, Rogues runs 108 pages, the largest REHupa zine
yet, stapled as its own section of the Mailing.
Burke has become an editorial assistant for the Publications Group of the Center for Business and
Economic Research at the University of Tennessee and, as a “tribute to a man whose story-telling genius
ranks him, in my opinion, among the greatest” (p. 4), devotes a 21-page section of his zine to “REH in the
Comics.” He reveals how finding the 4th issue of the Marvel comic Conan the Barbarian (CtB) turned him
on to Howard, and then proceeds to index all the issues of Marvel comics whose stories had been adapted
from or inspired by REH tales. These started with CtB #3 in Feb., 1971, spearheaded and by far most often
scripted by Roy Thomas, adding a significant number of his own pastiches. The art was initially done by
Barry Smith and later by John Buscema and others, expanding from color comics to B&W magazines like
The Savage Sword of Conan (SSOC). “Roy was a fan of Robert E. Howard’s fiction, particularly Conan,
and felt the time was right for the introduction of an adult fantasy comic. He and Glenn Lord, literary agent
for the Howard estate [actually the Howard heirs], were able to work out an agreement whereby Marvel
could begin doing adaptations of REH’s work to comics. … There is no question that he made an important
contribution to the resurgence of interest in REH.” (pp. 3-4) Thomas wrote Conan stories for 115 issues of
CtB, 60 issues of SSOC, and many other titles over 10 years. In a preface, Charlie Williams says, “Smith’s
rendering style is characterized by liberalism in form of inking style, emphasizing an idealized realism;
Smith deals with unrestrained sensuousness and dynamic, forceful expression, the hallmarks of the
Romantic movement of the 19th century and, obviously, the writing style of Robert E. Howard.” (p. 5) Clark
contributes an appreciation of Marvel’s Kull comics. Burke asks, “Why is it that so many of us categorize
writers whose work we do not enjoy as ‘hacks’? … Woefully much of what poses for ‘critical’ commentary
in REHupa is unsubstantiated, overly-generalized character assassination. Lin Carter … has been on the
receiving end of far too much of this type of slander and innuendo. L. Sprague de Camp has lately been
the recipient of a great deal. … [They,] Roy Thomas (and Andy Offutt) deserve better than negative
generalities. Each has made a significant contribution to the field of sword & sorcery literature.” (p. 41)
Burke singles out de Camp’s contributions to the fanzine Amra for praise. Burke then illustrates a comic
strip by David Dixon.
Clark features art by Jerry Collins, the start of an off-and-on comic strip on Gilgamesh by Williams, and
appreciations of REH’s Conan stories and the role of Lord in popularizing Howard. Trout has an essay on
REH’s horror stories. Finally, a zine with excellent Howard content!
In Mailing #51 (May, 1981), Brown includes a petition ballot for the censure of Clark over his “insulting
and demeaning denunciations of de Camp in his zine, who was a honorary member. De Camp places a
letter mainly saying:
As for accepting my lawyer’s advice about writing Conan pastiches during the litigation
with Martin Greenberg,” one must, as the late Maurice Chevalier said of old age, consider
the alternative. This was to withdraw entirely from the Conan field, leaving it to
Greenberg. Now, Greenberg had previously tried to sell paperback rights but had been
turned down. In the first place, there was at that time a profound lack of interest in fantasy;
three publishers turned me down before Lancer Books too on the job. (One of the editors
who rejected Conan admitted later that this had been a ghastly mistake.) [This was
probably Donald A. Wollheim, though de Camp never said who. [6]] In the second,
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publishers knew of Greenberg’s hopeless financial situation and did not wish to become
involved with him. So, without the pastiches, the Conan boom might have occurred either
much later or never.
At one point, Greenberg approached the late Leigh Brackett with a proposal that she
write a novel of Conan’s later career. Knowing Greenberg, she turned him down. She is
the one person, of all the Conan pasticheurs, whom I am pretty sure that she would have
done better than I at being Howard’s posthumous ghost writer. (p. 1)
Trip reports for Satyricon in Knoxville were submitted by Barger, Brown, Kolstad, and Burke. Gordon R.
Dickson was the Guest of Honor. Offutt and KEW also attended. The Southern Fandom Press Alliance
(SFPA) apa’s Mailing #100 was a 6-inch, 1748-page stack of zines, the largest mailing of any apa, at least
by that time.
Regarding de Camp’s biography of Lovecraft and his upcoming one of REH, Marek declares, “I don’t
think that de Camp’s problem as a biographer lays [sic] in his NOT white-washing people’s problems,” as
Brown had said, “but in over-emphasizing them.” (p. 6) “I disagree with [Clark in Mailing #50] that the
Conan tales have no philosophy. I think rather that Conan is analogous to ‘The Natural Man’ and represents
all the independence, freedom and self-sufficiency a man is capable of.” (p. 8) “I think the difference
between Carter and Offutt is that Carter is content to write juvenile crap while Offutt’s attempts to write
characterization simply fail miserably.” (p. 9)
Brown quotes Robert Weinberg’s letters to the effect that, though he owned the rights to Weird Tales, it
took Carter’s fame as an editor, rather than Weinberg’s, to interest a publisher in putting out the current
revival of WT. Brown also has a trip report on Satyricon. Then he makes the clueless statements: “One of
the things that has kept REHUPA from stagnating years ago has been that we’ve never restricted ourselves
solely to REH or swords and sorcery” [the lack of the latter was in fact threatening the apa with stagnation]
and “Howard doesn’t seem particularly influenced by anyone” [he was actually influenced by several
writers [7]] (p. 18)
Flanagan has bibliographies of the works of Kurt Singer and Margaret St. Clair. Clark condemns de
Camp’s editing, pastiching, and early biographical pieces on REH, saying that de Camp’s interest in
Howard was strictly monetary; that de Camp had done REH little good; and that he disagrees with de
Camp’s evaluations and speculations about the author. Clark opines that de Camp has a snide and superior
attitude toward Howard. “If de Camp wasn’t concerned with such things as, how many times does Conan
say the word ‘Crom’ and such, he might have spent more time paying attention to the verve and feeling of
Howard’s work. … He feels he can write REH’s Conan better, and make more money of it.” (p. 11) “I
thought the portrait of REH that appeared in [the Turan newspaper article] ‘Far Babylon’ [8] was slightly
offbase. Was Howard as crazy as that? I tend to doubt it. My feeling is that Howard was a somewhat
sexually repressed individual too much as a youth mothered by overprotective parents, too easily over given
to depression. In de Camp’s story Howard appears just as a loony. Why?” (p. 4) Clark plugs his new
KEW poetry chapbook Songs of the Damned (1981). Barger and Kolstad have still more on Satyricon.
In Mailing #52 (July, 1981), Brown announces that the censure of Clark failed 8-5. He reports that Ace
Books has bought the publication rights to the Conan titles held by Bantam and Berkley. Flanagan talks
about attending Cinecon in Melbourne, Australia (he lives Down Under), where the Guest of Honor was
the fascinating Robert Bloch, who was preternaturally active at the con and stated that he and other pulp
writers “didn’t write for posterity, we wrote for survival.” (p. 9) Flanagan also has a bibliography of
Howard in Australian comics, indices of the pulp Famous Fantastic Mysteries [continued in #53 & #54],
and a list of Clark Ashton Smith stories.
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Clark tells de Camp there probably would have been a Conan boom without him. Clark also indexes
Seabury Quinn’s Jules de Grandin stories in Weird Tales. Clark and Brown announce their candidacies for
OE and lay out their platforms. Brown claims he’s more tolerant of members’ views and differences of
opinions than Clark (whose attacks on them had led two members to resign). Clark said he was against any
form of censorship (since Brown had suppressed one of Barger’s zines and one of his comments for crudity),
apparently confusing it with censure, which Brown (not Barger, as Van Hise states in his REHupa history)
had sought against him. Clark’s MCs are generally interesting for their depth and Howard content. Cy
Chauvin has still another trip report on Satyricon. Burke lets on that he is working a second job as a
bartender. Barger (not Burke, as Van Hise says) has a trip report on the Kubla Khan in Nashville.
It had been agreed that #53 (Sep., 1981) was to be a Fritz Leiber tribute Mailing. James Adams has a
list of Leiber stories adapted in comics. Stackpole gives accounts of personal visits with Leiber. Trout
scores Brown for not communicating better with members on the verge of dropping out, and defends Clark’s
stance criticizing de Camp, declaring “I really can’t blame Vernon for attacking de Camp with all the
vehemence he has, really. De Camp’s ‘work’ on the Conan stories has degenerated into something
approaching disgusting, and was questionable in a moral sense from the start. Obviously Vernon isn’t
accomplishing much, but a petition of censure … is pretty ridiculous. The way I look at it, de Camp sold
out. He sold himself out, he sold Howard out, and he sold Howard’s fans out. ... De Camp’s purelybusiness attitude is what’s wrong with the whole state of American arts and letters, especially popular
culture things like paperbacks, movies and TV. When artistic endeavors are motivated purely by the spirit
of money-grubbing capitalism, nobody gives a damn about quality, it’s what will guarantee [to] turn a few
bucks that gets produced.” (pp. 1-2)
About Leiber, Burke says:
Simply put, I believe the Fafhrd/Mouser stories to be the best the “sword & sorcery” (or
“heroic fantasy”) genre has to offer. Taking nothing from our guiding light Bob Howard,
or such powerful writers as Karl Wagner or Michael Moorcock, their stories have, on the
whole, a grim, brooding quality which I find depressing with extended reading. The F/M
stories, on the other hand, are overall rather light and witty, while still being some of the
greatest adventure yarns ever penned. I read this type of fiction for one reason only – FUN
– and none can compare to Faf and the Mouser in this regard. In a genre that too often
seems characterized by “formula” characters, setting, and plots, Leiber, as very few other
writers, manages to convey a sense of originality, of something fresh, creative, different.
(p. 1)
[Burke would later become a lot more serious about REH, becoming one of his greatest champions.] Burke
reviews Barger’s independently edited and produced zine The Silver Eel (1978), devoted to Leiber
(including an interview with him), calling it “one of the finest fantasy fanzines ever produced.” (p. 5) The
Silver Eel is an excellent 36-page (plus covers), 8½ × 11-inch saddle-stapled zine containing articles by
KEW, Harry Otto Fischer, Mike Barrett, Paul C. Allen, Thomas M. Egan, Ken St. Andre, Robert Barger,
and Leiber himself, plus art by Gene Day, Tim Kirk (including the cover below), Herb Arnold, Liz
Danforth, Martha Fischer, John Mayer, and Jim Pitts. Burke has a feature on Fafhrd and the Gray (too
often misspelled “Grey” elsewhere) Mouser in DC comics. Like several other members, Burke upbraids
Brown for coming down too hard on Clark for expressing opinions about de Camp. To another member,
Burke recommends the fantasy scholarship of Joseph Campbell and the comparative mythology of James
George Fraser.
Clark has comments defending himself to Brown over his criticism of de Camp. Clark also quotes much
material from Amra by Leiber, and has an index of all Fafhrd and the Gray Mouser stories. Williams does
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the cover for Mailing #53’s section 2 [reproduced below]. Flanagan has a profile of Leiber by his friend
Robert Bloch [reprinted later herein] published for the first time (and done for) Flanagan’s zine, as well as
a list of Leiber’s work in Unknown and Weird Tales and lists of Leiber’s lit-crit articles [one reprinted
herein], novels, and short-story collections. As if this were not enough, Flanagan follows it with indices of
the contents of Fantastic Novels and A. Merritt’s Fantasy Magazine [continued in Mailing #54], as well as
a Tanith Lee bibliography [with corrections in #54]. Brown has Barger’s Ego Boo Awards to members for
their zines; they were dominated by Barger and Flanagan. Paul Allen returns to REHupa after ending his
successful run of Fantasy Newsletter due to overwork [though it continued being published by Florida
Atlantic University edited by Bob Collins].
Brown dedicates Mailing #54 (Nov., 1981) to former member Robert Offutt, Jr., who had died at age 26
of cancer. While many zines contain book reviews, most of Flanagan’s reviews actually concern REH,
unlike those of most members. Burke announces his candidacy for OE. He also has an essay on “The
Science of Magic,” saying that the unconvincing and poorly delimited use of magic in recent fantasy fiction
has led to his growing disenchantment with such fiction. Clark declares that he’s dismayed at how few
members seem to care enough about Howard to write about him. He says Leiber’s Fafhrd and the Gray
Mouser are his favorite characters in fantasy fiction, citing their subtle and complex characterization and
Leiber’s textured writing style. Robert Schwarz discusses the de Camp/Carter controversy, finding both
positive and negative aspects. Barger reproduces his aforementioned Leiber zine The Silver Eel (1978).
Brown reproduces his science-fiction zine Mad Scientist’s Digest #8 (1981) and runs a two-page letter from
de Camp, who replies to questions about the origin of the reprinted and new Conan stories and his
involvement with them thusly:
Martin Greenberg, doing business as Gnome Press, published seven books of Conan stories
in the 1950s. These included a volume of “posthumous collaborations” between Howard
and me, when I rewrote four unsold Howard stories as Conan stories; and a pastiche, Björn
Nyberg’s The Return of Conan as rewritten by me. I also did a fair amount of rewriting of
“The Treasure of Tranicos,” an unsold Conan story [“The Black Stranger”].
In 1964, Greenberg was out of business, owing much money. When I contracted with
Lancer Books, on behalf of the Howard heirs and myself, for paperback publication,
Greenberg sued. Legal actions delayed publication for a year, until Greenberg and I settled
out of court. The Carter-de Camp pastiches were first urged by my lawyer to strengthen
our position vis-à-vis Greenberg, After the settlement, the publisher asked for more.
I understand that Wollheim did not buy more Conan stories for paperback publication
because his edition of Conan the Conqueror sold poorly.
Ace Books’ present plan is to reissue the twelve (formerly Lancer) volumes, some with
new covers. An integrated series is merely a future possibility.
…
I became involved in 1951, when the literary agent for the Howard heirs (Mrs. Kuykendall
and Mrs. Morris of Ranger, Texas) was Oscar J. Friend, custodian of the unpublished
Howard manuscripts. I made arrangements for editing etc. with him. Then Friend died,
and the agency was run by his daughter Kitty West. She was in charge of it in 1964 when
I made the deal with Lancer, after several paperback houses had turned it down. Mrs. West
decided to end the agency and offered the Howard business to me. For several reasons,
conflict of interest being the main one, I declined but recommended Glenn Lord, who has
12
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managed the REH writings on behalf of the heirs ever since.
Meanwhile, at the behest of my lawyer in the Greenberg controversy, Carter and I began
the pastiches. He and I also completed several unfinished Conan stories by Howard, which
Lord discovered. Carter and I continued writing pastiches until Lancer went broke in 1973.
Later we worked on three of the six Conan books published by Bantam, plus the
novelization of the movie, now in press. The novelization is not at all consistent with the
rest of the saga, unless we assume that Conan could be in two places at once. That power
has been attributed to some Catholic saints, but Conan hardly qualified. But we had to
14
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follow the script, at least in its main events. (The Golden Caliph, pp. 5-6)
David Stratton discusses the contents of Fantastic magazine. Trout complains that Brown has lost most of
his ambition for being OE, and so boosts Clark for OE, but Clark had just dropped out in favor of Burke.
In Mailing #55 (Jan., 1982), it is announced that Brown has been elected as OE over Burke 15-7. [Much
later, Burke would reveal that Brown had recruited a number of his non-REH-fan friends from Midwestern
fandom to join REHupa just before the election; the votes of only those who were members two or more
Mailings prior to the election would have voted Burke in, but the votes of the ringers gave the OEship to
Brown again. [9]]
De Camp submits a letter of comments. To a question from Flanagan, he replied:
Yes, REH reflected the racism of his time and place and used racial stereotypes. All pulp
writers and their readers assumed that all Scots were thrifty, Irishmen funny, Germans
arrogant, Jews avaricious, Negroes childish, Latins lecherous, and Orientals sinister. But
when you consider the then intellectual climate of central Texas (Negroes were forbidden
to spend the night in Howard’s county, and a boy’s rubber-band slingshot or catapult was
called a “nigger-shooter”) REH was a comparatively mild sort of racist. He even wrote
stories with black heroes. (p. 1)
On the same subject, Bill Fulwiler, in an MC to Flanagan, says: “It’s true Howard was a racist, but in all
fairness it should be pointed out that blacks are favorably portrayed in several of his stories. If his fellow
inhabitants of Cross Plains had read “The Apparition in the Prize Ring” or “The Dead Remember,” they
would have scorned Howard and called him a “nigger-lover.” As I am a life-long resident of Central Texas,
I know whereof I speak. (p. 2) Ron Weston gives a trip report on the Seventh World Fantasy Convention.
Flanagan has a feature and bibliography on science-fiction writer Basil Wells and reprints Bloch’s funny
“The Seven Ages of Fan” about SF fans. In an MC to Daniel Wagner, Allen says:
L. Sprague de Camp, like Leiber, is one of the few truly brilliant writers in our genre.
Although it grieves me somewhat to see him turning out Conan pastiches far below the
level of literary quality of which he is capable, I can’t honestly say I blame him for making
a few easy bucks. I probably would, too. Nor can I blame Lin Carter for making a buck.
But don’t confuse these two gentlemen: L. Sprague de Camp is capable of far better than
his Conan pastiches, is highly educated and well travelled, extremely literate, and a man
from whom we can all learn quite a bit. Lin Carter is an overgrown fan incapable of writing
literate fiction who pretentiously sets himself up as an expert and elder literary light of this
field. I grant you he has helped to popularize the field among current publishers (thereby
helping better writers like Karl Edward Wagner to break in) and he did make a significant
contribution with the Ballantine Adult Fantasy series. But when it comes to fiction, he’s
still a hack and when it comes to nonfiction like Imaginary Worlds he’s a pretentious bore.
The point is this: you shouldn’t break the rules until you’ve mastered them. De Camp has
and Carter never will. (p. 8)
Uncharacteristically for this period in REHupa, Schwarz assays some fantasy-related lit-crit, with mixed
results:
Commentators on Lovecraft make the point that the author did not believe in the
supernatural. They are compelled to make the point since the Lovecraft reader could easily
get the impression that the author actually believed in what he was writing about. I am not
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fully certain as to de Camp’s views on the supernatural, but I get the impression that he is
an agnostic with atheistic leanings. The de Camp who early in his career, wrote science
fiction, proved a lover of satire and human foible. As a critic, de Camp loves to
intellectually destroy the mythic underpinnings of sword and sorcery fiction. In his “The
Heroic Barbarian” [in Blond Barbarians & Noble Savages (1975)], he systematically
annihilated Howard’s romantic cult of' barbarism. In his Spirits, Stars and Spells (1966),
he destroyed magic. The Howard who wrote Conan was a conscious believer in the
supernatural, and so grim and humorless was he, that he did not even allow much for
mocking irony. Yet it was Howard’s Conan that de Camp pioneered in expanding upon,
with all his opposing literary predilection. (p. 2)
[True, de Camp was not good at writing on subjects about which he had no intellectual affinity, but REH
of course was no believer in supernaturalism; he was simply a good enough writer to make one think he
did.]
Daniel Wagner reviews an article by Stephen King in TV Guide magazine on horror and suspense TV
programs. King states that ‘“Pigeons from Hell’ adapted for the [Thriller] series was the single most
frightening story ever done on TV. He added that ‘certainly the image of a young man staggering blindly
down the stairs of a decaying bayou mansion with a hatchet buried in his head is one calculated to stick in
your memory.’” (p. 1)
Brown defends his performance as OE, blowing off Clark’s criticism of his lack of enthusiasm, failure
to promote fantasy-related content, and censoring of Kolstad’s obscene zine title. Brown says Clark has
been too negative, especially about minacking (minimum activity submissions) and de Camp. Larry
Montgomery indexes all the stories in Marvel’s REH comics. In MCs to Fulwiler and Marek, he
summarizes the pro-de Camp arguments thusly:
I agree completely that it was a NAME sf author (L. Sprague de Camp) and those incredible
Frank Frazetta covers that helped to sell the Lancer Conan paperbacks in the mid and late
60’s … damn few people outside of fandom had ever heard of Robert E. Howard at that
point in time … then Roy Thomas’ Conan comic introduced an entire generation to Conan
and Howard in the 70’s … for all their tireless and loyal help, Glenn Lord, the Hyborian
Legion, Amra and even this apa didn’t turn the trick … I’m not usually this “critical and
opinionated” in apazines, but I think Mailing #54 was very critical and very opinionated
… I don’t really think de Camp and Carter need defending … REHUPA’s attacks seem
a very petty way of repaying two fine gentlemen who have loved and respected Howard
and Conan and did a helluva lot to keep the fires burning and keep Conan and Howard
before the public … when I was reading Amra in the early and mid 60’s, none of the
people associated with the Hyborian Legion thought that Carter and de Camp were
anything but Good Guys … men who were fulfilling a need and even a clamor for MORE
stories … (p. 16)
Trout has MCs complaining about Brown’s arbitrary deletion of the rule requiring the submission of at
least some fantasy-related content, as well as other arbitrary rewriting of the rules. Trout, Burke, Clark,
Williams, McCollum, and Barger write and illustrate their own 36-page pornographic parody of a Weird
Tales issue called Weird Tails, including full stories, poetry, and ads. Clark has MCs in which he criticizes
Brown’s handling of minacking and censorship of Kolstad’s obscenities. He also denounces de Camp for
“literary vampirism.” He lists the Zebra REH-related books.
In summary, the Mailings at this time are in a real doldrums due to the paucity of REH-related content
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and the lack of any interest by OE Brown to do anything about it, even to the point of his weakening the
rules that used to require such content. He at least had good communications with members, explaining
problems and actions, and holding votes over issues. The zines of Brown, Burke, Clark, and Flanagan
often boasted extensive MCs, but too many other zines were little more than MCs. Mailings were at least
averaging about 185 pages in length. Membership did dip as low as 24 by Mailing #47, but then rebounded
due to the OE’s sending out spec copies. De Camp, Lord, and KEW were made honorary members, and
copies were being sent to Ranger, Tex., Junior College.

THE BOB ST. JOHN ARTICLES ABOUT REH
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The Dallas Morning News (Feb. 23, 1980)
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The Dallas Morning News (Feb. 24, 1980)
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A PROFILE OF FRITZ LEIBER BY ROBERT BLOCH
From Flanagan’s zine in Mailing #53, pp. 2-3:
It is just possible that I have known Fritz Leiber longer than anybody else in the fantasy and science
fiction field.
As a matter of fact I first set eyes on him before I knew his actual name. It was as Francis Lathrop that
he appeared in his father’s theatrical company when I saw him in Milwaukee’s Davidson Theatre, playing
the role of the Prince of Morocco in The Merchant of Venice. The year was 1934.
Three years later, while visiting Henry Kuttner in Beverly Hills, we met Fritz at his father’s home. Here
Fritz, accompanied by new bride Jonquil, was endeavoring to mount a career as an actor in films. He’d
appeared briefly in Garbo’s Camille and doubled for John Barrymore in his dueling sequence in Romeo
and Juliet – crossing swords with Basil Rathbone while standing in a trench dug below camera-frame to
compensate for his height. Years later – courtesy of Fritz – I spent some months of a Milwaukee winter
wearing one of the cashmere polo coats which Barrymore had at Fritz’s home.
But I digress. At the time of our meeting Fritz was already far more than an aspiring actor. As
mentioned, he was also an accomplished swordsman – and a chessplayer of tournament calibre, a poet, a
former minister, a correspondent of the late H. P. Lovecraft’s and a would-be fantasy writer. Later on he
would become a college instructor, the editor of a one-volume encyclopedia, then editor of Science Digest
magazine – and, of course, one of the world’s finest writers of fantasy and science fiction. In addition, he
put out his own publication, New Purposes, which qualifies him as a fanzine publishing giant; he once
trimmed and cut the limbs of a large elm in our front yard in Wisconsin, which also establishes his
credentials as a tree-surgeon.
In 1937, however, my first impression was of a 6’4” man, quite handsome and with great presence; his
theatrically-trained voice richly resonant or subtly soft as he spoke. Best of all, that voice was to convey
some marvelously inventive and intelligently imaginative ideas about fantasy and writing in general. Both
Kuttner and I − from our lofty seniority as pulp-writers of several years’ professional experience – agreed
that Mr. Leiber might very well manage one day to break into the pages of Weird Tales.
Indeed he did so, with his story “The Automatic Pistol” in May 1940. And he’d already sold another
story to the new Unknown magazine in ‘39. That story, “Two Sought Adventure,” was one of the Fafhrd
and the Gray Mouser series which later won him distinction as the very best contemporary “sword and
sorcery” author in the genre.
From that point on, he developed rapidly into a leading contributor of short stories and soon produced
his first novel for what was soon called Unknown Worlds. The title was Conjure Wife – a tour de force
dealing with women as modern-day witches that ranks as one of the all-time classics of fantasy.
He followed this with one of the all-time classics of science fiction – his second novel, Gather Darkness!
After this he never looked back and the readers never stopped looking his ongoing work. Leiber was
not one to rest on his laurels; his work doesn’t date because he has continually been ahead of his
contemporaries. Constantly experimenting with concepts, style and content, he attained a level of creativity
and maintained it over many decades of achievement.
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Justly honored for his many outstanding contributions − winner of numerous honors, awards and the
highest possible praise from editors, readers and critics alike − Fritz Leiber retains preeminence. Speaking
as a fellow-writer proud to be one of his colleagues. Speaking as a private individual I’m proud to call
Leiber a very special lifelong friend. And as one member of his worldwide, appreciative audience, I’m
grateful to have had my reading enriched by his work over the past forty years.
A widower today, with a son, Justin, following in his footsteps as a published author, Leiber is still doing
what he does best, to the delight of us all.
I mentioned earlier that he is 6’4” tall. But that’s not important. If he were only half that height it
wouldn’t change a thing.
With his towering talent, Fritz Leiber will always be a giant.
(Robert Bloch, Los Angeles, June 1981)

LEIBER’S REVIEW OF SIX LANCER REH PAPERBACKS
Reprinted from The Book of Fritz Leiber (DAW, 1974), pp. 153-156 and Flanagan’s zine in Mailing
#53, pp. 5-7:
King Kull, Conan, Conan the Adventurer, Conan the Warrior, Conan the Usurper, Conan the
Conqueror, by Robert E. Howard, with posthumous collaborative and editorial assists from L. Sprague de
Camp, Lin Carter, and Glenn Lord, 60 cents each, Lancer Books, 185 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y.
10016
The best pulp sword-and-sorcery writer was Robert Ervin Howard, 1906-1936. He grew out of Jack
Rohmer and Edgar Rice Burroughs.
A writing demon gripped him for ten years. Then he shot himself.
A short career, yet in little more time Burroughs did all his real writing. The first Tarzan book was
published in 1912, the tenth (and last of the good ones) in 1924. All the best Mars and Pelucidar stories
were written during the same period and also the outstanding singles such as The Land That Time Forgot.
He was thirty-seven when his writing demon possessed him. After it left him he spent 26 more years
imitating himself, sometimes almost humorously, and the Tarzan empire.
Ten to a dozen years is all any man can stand of chain-taking gutsy, far-out, all-out typewriter trips
through the bloody opium jungle and harsh hashish wilderness of Burroughs-Howard fantasy.
Howard had a murkier mind than Burroughs, but ten times the poetry.
Among some of those hipped on heroic fantasy, it has been an aesthetic posture to rate Howard’s two
early Kull stories over his seventeen Conan tales. Now there have been discovered. and printed here − nine
for the first time - ten more Kull stories, seven completed by Howard himself. They range from lean and
intense legends such as “Exile of Atlantis” to grotesque metaphysical adventures such as “[The] Skull of
Silence,” where positives become negatives (sound is the absence of silence, being is the absence of
nothingness) and the new positives − silence nothingness − threaten to engulf the universe.
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Kull was an Atlantean savage who made himself king of ancient Valusia, thereafter brooding
fascinatedly over the beauty and degeneracy of his world and occasionally rising in red wrath to destroy
the evil he found in it.
But Kull was a flop at selling to Weird Tales. So Howard destroyed the Valusian world in a cataclysm
and from its remnants built the far less shadowy, realer, rich, and more salable world of the Hyborian Age.
The Atlanteans survive as the still savage Cimmerians, so Conan of Cimmeria is essentially a new Kull.
Gone are the puzzled brooding, the metaphysical preoccupations, the Macbeth figure of the stalwart, simple
soldier encountering mystery and evil. Instead we have a clearheaded chaser of wealth, women, and
adventure, a superman who loves fighting, yet sticks to a decent code, a good-hearted thief and killer who
shows wisdom, broadmindedness, and responsibility when he achieves power.
The best Conan stories are Howard’s best. “The People of the Black Circle” can be compared without
straining to the melodramas of Marlowe. It has stirring language, strong motives, awesome sorcerers,
brilliant magical devices, sympathetic hero-villains, and a Conan subdued enough to make the outcome
interesting. Same goes for “Beyond the Black River,” and to a lesser degree, “Phoenix on the Sword,”
Conan the Conqueror, etc.
The worst Conan stories – “The Slithering Shadow,” “Red Nails,” and “The Jewels of Gwahlur” − are
repetitious and childish, a self-vitiating brew of pseudo-science, stage, illusions, and the “genuine”
supernatural, though a furious effort is made to hold the interest with exotic maniacs and hopheads through
endless corridors, Lovecraftian monsters ravaging, girls whipping girls, scene of butcher-shop carnage, and
the like.
Howard’s best prose: (while a king dies) “Outside, the moan of the tortured thousands shuddered up to
the stars which crusted the sweating Vendhyan night, and the conches bellowed like oxen in pain”; (spoken
by a demon to a man about to die) “But a bat has flown over the Mountains the Dead and drawn your image
in blood on the white tiger’s hide that hangs before the long hut where sleep the Four Brothers of the Night.
The great serpent coils their feet and the stars burn like fireflies in their hair.”
Howard’s worst prose is like a raving newspaper editorial. (of a girl being raped by a monster) “All
the obscenity and salacious infamy spawned in the muck of the abysmal pits of Life seemed to drown in
seas of cosmic filth.”
Despite Conan’s [sic; Howard’s?] relative mental health, there is about the stories a persistent
xenophobia, an over-preoccupation with violence, and a gloomy conviction (beautifully put) of the ultimate
failure of man’s best efforts toward peace: “Barbarism is the natural state of mankind. Civilization is
unnatural. It is a whim of circumstance. And barbarism must always ultimately triumph.” (Civilization’s
the absence of barbarism.) In short, an Aryan-Anglo-American conviction that most of the rest of the world
is persistently evil and utterly untrustworthy.
Finally, for Howard himself, Conan went away and puzzledly brooding Kull returned in one of his sick
moods, and with him the dreadfully attractive, positive nothingness, and the gun that had shot at imaginary
enemies was turned on the author.
Some say, “Enjoy the Conan yarns as hot-blooded, heroic escape-fiction, why get serious about them?”
Nonsense! Anything I like as well as I do some of the Conan stories, I do the courtesy of taking seriously
when I write about it.
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These five Conan novels are number one, four, five. six and seven of the saga. With brooding covers
by Frank Frazetta, they and King Kull are an outstanding buy. Two and three should contain six more allHoward Conan tales, including the excellent “Black Colossus” and “Queen of the Black Coast.”

BOB’S HIGH SCHOOL YEARBOOK
I was fortunate enough to be able to buy Howard’s 1923 Brownwood High School Yearbook The Pecan
on eBay for $439. Its cover and Bob’s page follow.
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